
Ethno Electro Soul

"Timeless traditions with contemporary
styles, arrangements, and ideas."

- Jonathan Campbell,
Aga Khan Museum/SoFar Sounds

“This is world fusion at its best”
- Whole Note Magazine 2017,

"A unique sonic tapestry."
- Tracy Jenkins, Lula Lounge

"Dynamic, dramatic, emotional,
hip, stylish, sophisticated..."

- Rik Emmett, Triumph

"Interesting [and] beautiful!"
- Jamie Gutfreund, CP24 Host

DoViraBand.com | facebook.com/DoViraBand | doviraband@gmail.com | +1.647.262.1331

DoVira [do-VEE-ruh] is a five-piece Canadian world
fusion group that integrates Ukrainian and Eastern European
folk music with contemporary arrangements, electronic
textures, and other music influences from around the world.

Fronted by Ukrainian-born pianist/vocalist/composer Stacey Yerofeyeva,
DoVira features drums/percussion, bass, guitar, sopilka (traditional Ukrainian
flute), accordion, live looping and special effects. The touring lineup
includes Patrick O’Reilly (D’bi & the 333) and Mike Romaniak (Lemon
Bucket Orkestra): a pioneer in integrating the sopilka with pedals & effects.

DoVira, which translates to "trust" in Ukrainian, released their first EP
"Obrys" ("Outline") in 2014. The EP includes re-mastered versions of their
successful debut singles "Nese Halya Vodu", "Oy Chyj To Kin' Stoyit" and
"Yihav Kozak Mistom", featuring the Sudanese multi-instrumentalist
Waleed Abdulhamid (60,000+ views on YouTube).

DoVira released their debut full-length self-titled album in 2016 at the
Burdock Music Hall in Toronto. Recorded at Canterbury Music Company,
the album highlights nine guest artists, including Juno-award winning tabla
virtuoso Ed Hanley (Autorickshaw), woodwind master Ernie Tollar (Tasa),
Georgian polyphony specialist Andrea Kuzmich (Darbazi, ZARI),
and Slavic bilyj holos (village voice) singer Anastasia Baczynskyj.

The album singles out the Ukrainian folk melody as the point of departure
for a musical treasure hunt within tradition. By putting a contemporary spin
on well-known folk songs while researching and reviving forgotten material,
DoVira hopes to showcases the beauty and richness of this music to broad
audiences. Collaborations with artists of different backgrounds, including
Indian, Polish, Georgian, and French-Canadian musicians lends the project
even greater breadth. With the events going on in the world today, negativity and
hate is increasing between sisters, brothers, and the closest of neighbours.
DoVira aims to spread awareness about Ukraine's current struggle to keep its
culture alive, while promoting a universal message of trust and a unified
planet through their music. DoVira’s music isn’t meant to be catering to a
specific community or demographic – it is true contemporary world music.


